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HBV 2 minutes /1 slide
Introduce 4 models used, what they are, what we learned, take-away messages /each 2 
minutes

1. Routines (snow, soil, groundwater, and Routing)
2. Soil routine: precipitation and snowmelt, either goes to soil moisture storage or runoff 

depends on current soil moisture, field capacity of soil, and a shape coefficient(BETA) 
(source: Bergstrom 1992) 

3. LP: soil moisture threshold for reduction of evaporation
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In addition to weather, soil moisture most important in flood and drought forecasting
Most application of VIC is soil moisture mapping
By Lei Wen and others (University of McGill), a part of DRI (Drought Research Initiative) by 
University of Saskatchewan, almost 10 years ago

1) Monthly average for 1 meter soil layer
2) Soil moisture Anomaly Percentage Index (SMAPI)
3) Example (1979 to 1980 drought) / 2010 wet
4) http://www.meteo.mcgill.ca/~leiwen/vic/prairies/month-seasonal-annual/
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MESH is a widely used hydrological model for Canada. It is a grid-based stand-alone land 
surface hydrology modelling tool developed by Environment and Climate Change Canada 
(ECCC). It is a combination of the Canadian Land Surface Scheme (CLASS) and WATFLOOD. 
MESH uses the routing component of WATFLOOD, which is known as WATROUTE and the 
continuity equation together with the Manning’s equation to route water from grid-to-grid. 
To estimate the generated water within a grid cell and move the water from the land 
surface to the channel, MESH uses the concept of Grouped Response Units (GRU) from 
WATFLOOD. MESH allows CLASS to run independently on each of the GRUs within each 
grid-cell.
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MESH offers some challenges to a modeler. It requires wide range of high-quality data and 
contains quite complex arrangement of parameters. MESH demands high processing power 
and it’s often not easy to work with. Despite of these challenges MESH is been used for a 
number of projects across Canada and it’s considered one of the prominent tool for 
modelling prairie watersheds.
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Meteorological data was collected from CaPA-GEM model of Environment Canada. 
Streamflow, elevation, and soil data was collected from relevant sources. WSA provided 
reservoir information and practiced operating rules. 
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